Never underestimate a woman who

I will never forget Sally Field's line from Legally Blonde 2, "Never underestimate a woman with a French manicure and a Harvard Law degree." Inspired by these words of strong-willed female wisdom, I have decided to continue the list, a list of things I think of when I think of unstoppable women. Here goes.

Never underestimate a woman who...

is too busy for you. She'll explain later, but right now is just not the right time.

rocks a pencil skirt. It accentuates her shape and looks smart.

drinks her coffee black. Cream and sugar are for suckers.

loves her friends even when she doesn't. Enough said.

is tight with her parents. Being able to open up to your creators about anything is pretty cool.

openly appreciates a good rom com. (Nancy Meyers flicks please!)

actually enjoys cleaning. Scrubbing is like chicken soup for the soul after an especially long day.

likes to keep organized. She wouldn't be caught dead without her Moleskin planner and colorful pens.

isn't afraid of a little color. She wears hues as vibrant and alive as her.

uses her hot yoga mat as a beach towel. Hot yoga is not for everyone.

Lastly, never underestimate a woman who refuses to underestimate other women. Every woman can be inspired and inspiring.

Xoxo,
Chelsea Brandwein